La Coipa

Figure 1. Cross section of La Coipa Restart project pit showing resource and reserve pits.
Kupol

Figure 2. Long section of Kupol shows known mineralization and minex growth since 2016.
Chirano

**Figure 3.** Long section of Chirano, depicting existing workings in light grey. In 2019, drilling continued to confirm the depth extensions at Akwaaba, Paboase and Tano. The high-grade portions of Obra beneath the mined out pit was extended, allowing for testing for underground mineability. Engineering studies at Suraw identified portions of the orebody for potential underground mining. A total of 320 Au koz. were added to estimated mineral reserves, 159 Au koz. to measured and indicated resources and 118 Au koz. to inferred resources in 2019. The additions to mineral reserves increased mine life to 2022.

In 2020, the Company is increasing exploration spending at Chirano to $10 million to drill depth extensions at Akwaaba, Suraw and Tano. The program also includes the continued exploration of the high-grade extensions at Obra, with the goal of establishing underground mining. The north extensions of Mamnano are being explored with the goal of extending the open pit mine life, which was re-started in 2019.
Chirano – Akwaaba

Figure 4. Long section of Akwaaba orebody showing additions to mineralization since 2014. Light grey shows existing workings. The Company will drill depth extensions at Akwaaba in 2020 after confirming depth extensions in 2019.
Chirano – Obra pit

Figure 5. Long section of Obra orebody showing known mineralization since 2014. Mineral resource ounces were added from Obra in 2019, as drilling under the mined-out pit in 2019 returned high grade zones with wide widths. The Company will continue to explore this area in 2020, both along strike and down dip.
Bald Mountain

Figure 6. Plan map of the Bald Mountain land package.